# TIMETABLE: SESSION 2, 2019

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TIME</th>
<th>MON</th>
<th>TUE</th>
<th>WED</th>
<th>THU</th>
<th>FRI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 10am | Maths & Physics  
D.L. | Maths  
M.H. | Maths  
G.E. | Maths & Stats  
J.A. | Maths  
Y.M. |
| 11am | Maths & Physics  
D.L.  
Maths & Stats  
C.K. | Maths  
M.H.  
Maths  
D.G. | Maths  
G.E.  
Maths  
Adrian M. | Maths  
J.C.  
Maths  
C.H. | Maths  
Y.M.  
Maths  
E.H. |
| 12pm | Maths & Stats  
C.K.  
Maths  
M.F. | Maths & Stat  
S.M. | Maths  
E.H.  
Maths  
Adrian M. | Maths & Physics  
A.M.  
Maths  
J.C. | Maths  
E.H.  
Maths & Stats  
A.S. |
| 1pm | Maths  
J.P.  
Maths  
M.F. | Maths  
D.G.  
Maths & Stats  
S.M. | Maths  
E.H.  
Maths  
C.H. | Maths & Physics  
A.M.  
Maths & Physics  
C.T. | Maths & Stats  
A.S.  
Maths & Stats  
C.K. |
| 2pm | Maths  
J.P. | Maths  
R.A. | Maths  
S.B.  
Stats  
M.T. | Stats  
B.P. | Maths & Stats  
C.K. |
| 3pm | Maths & Physics  
C.T. | Maths  
R.A.  
Stats  
E.F. | Maths  
S.B.  
Stats  
M.T. | Stats  
B.P. | Maths & Physics  
A.E.B. |
| 4pm | | | | | Maths & Physics  
A.E.B. |
| 5pm | | | | | Maths & Physics  
A.E.B.  
Stats  
E.F. |

**STAFF**


**PLEASE NOTE:** Each tutor’s area of expertise has been listed on the timetable, however this does not mean they can help with every subject in that area. Please feel free to come in and talk to us about when you can best get help.